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ABSTRACT 
In the context of psychotherapy research, investigators often assume that the assessment 
of adherence to treatment protocols should be done by trained observers, who are viewed 
as more neutral or objective than the therapists themselves. The aim of this present study 
is to check the concordance between therapist self-reports and observer ratings of 
adherence to marital treatment (IBCT and TBCT). The data for the current study were 
obtained from an archive of adherence data for 35 randomly selected therapy cases, 
collected by Andrew Christensen and colleagues (2004) in the context of a large clinical 
trial of marital therapy.  
For both the TBCT and IBCT interventions, there was a consistent and high 
concordance between the therapist self-reports and observer ratings, suggesting that 
therapists accurately self-reported the same interventions seen by the observer raters. 
Results of this study challenge the widely accepted notion that observer ratings are 
superior to therapist self-evaluations. Present findings reveal that therapist self-reports on 
adherence to marital treatment can prove comparable to the revered “gold standard” 
observer reports, and can serve as a valuable supplement to other adherence ratings. 
Therapist self-reports are not only cost-efficient, but can also provide a unique 
perspective in understanding nuances of psychotherapy that often go unnoticed by distant 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Assessing the degree to which therapists adhere to manual-specified interventions 
is an ongoing challenge in treatment outcome studies. Knowing if a specific treatment 
intervention is delivered with integrity is important in determining what constitutes real 
change in treatment (Gresham, MacMillan, Beebe-Frankenberger, & Bocian 2000; 
Moncher & Prinz, 1991; Kazdin, 1986). As one of the three components of treatment 
integrity, adherence is defined as the degree to which the therapist utilizes specified 
procedures while foregoing other treatment techniques (Margison, Barkham, & Evans, 
2000; Waltz, Addis, Koerner, & Jacobson, 1993). Knowing if a therapist adhered to the 
prescribed treatment intervention is an essential aspect of treatment integrity, without 
which the results obtained would likely be of questionable value in evaluating treatment 
effectiveness (Gresham et al., 2000; Waltz et al.).    
Methodological Issues in Assessing Treatment Adherence 
  A number of methodological issues arise when conducting research on therapists’ 
adherence to treatment. First, there is a lack of uniformity across studies in the methods 
used to measure adherence (Heaton, Hill & Edwards, 1995; Waltz, et al., 1993). For 
example, methods have included a checklist in which the rater indicates the occurrence-
nonoccurrence of interventions that are prescribed and proscribed by the treatment 
protocol (Waltz et al.), ratings of frequency or extensiveness of interventions that are 
delivered, as well as core elements of the interventions that were present in the session 
(Luborsky, Woody, McLellan, O’Brien, & Rosenzweig, 1982), and ratings on both the 
adherence and the quality of the interventions delivered (O’Malley, Foley, Rounsaville & 
Watkins, 1988; Wills, Faitler, & Snyder, 1987).  Second, the measures differ in 
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complexity, particularly in the level of training required of neutral observers and 
therapists, which poses a significant challenge in obtaining an accurate assessment of 
adherence (Dobson & Singer, 2005; Kazdin, 1986). Less sophisticated measures usually 
do not discriminate between different treatment modalities, and fail to differentiate 
critical dimensions of treatment interventions (Kazdin; Miller & Binder, 2002). 
Adherence rating scales that are carefully designed to measure unique treatment 
components can help discriminate between various treatment models, and serve as a 
necessary tool in honing in on what treatment component facilitated the change (Kazdin). 
Third, the source of data varies, which can affect the ratings collected (Waltz et al.). For 
example, ratings may be based on therapist self-report or examination of process notes, 
transcripts of therapy sessions, and audiotaped or videotaped sessions (Miller & Binder; 
Waltz et al.). According to Waltz et al., the videotaped session is the most effective 
source of data, as videotapes offer the most comprehensive information about a therapy 
session. Finally, another challenge in assessing treatment adherence is the different ways 
in which the unit of analysis is defined. Some studies, for example, use segments of 
sessions while others code entire sessions in their studies (Gresham, MacMillan, Beebe-
Frankenberger & Bocian, 2000; O’Malley et al., 1988). The sampled period of time may 
not accurately represent all of the therapy sessions. Randomly selecting periods of 
observation is necessary to ensure that no differences occur across the available periods 
of assessment (Kazdin; Wilkinson, 2000). 
 Given the diverse approaches to assessing adherence, it would be interesting to 
note how these methods correlate. In a study by Heaton, Hill and Edwards (1995), two 
methods for measuring treatment adherence were examined. The molecular method 
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determines how often a therapeutic technique is implemented by analyzing transcripts 
sentence-by-sentence. The second method, which is called the molar or global method, 
estimates the frequency of use of techniques across an entire session or segment. The data 
for the two molar measures used were found to be positively related, but the results were 
different when correlated with the molecular data, indicating that different methods for 
measuring adherence do not always produce similar findings (Heaton et al.).  The 
purpose of this study is to determine the concordance between two methods of measuring 
therapist adherence in delivering marital therapy, one utilizing therapist self-report and 
the other based on neutral observer ratings. 
Characteristics of Treatment, Therapists, and Clients that Affect Treatment Integrity 
 In treatment outcome studies, characteristics of the treatment, therapists and 
clients influence the degree of treatment integrity (Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005). 
Treatment characteristics, such as the number of treatment agents, required resources and 
the duration of the treatment intervention, may potentially compromise treatment 
integrity. Complex treatments that require various treatment agents other than the 
therapist may be at risk for procedural degradation. The collaboration of numerous 
treatment agents, such as a client’s spouse and family members, may pose as a source of 
variation in treatment integrity. Literature shows that the more treatment agents involved 
in the process, the higher the probability of failure to follow the specified protocol 
(Perepletchikova & Kazdin). Still another challenge in integrity is that certain treatment 
approaches require materials and resources that may not be readily available or cost 
effective. Treatments that require special resources such as expensive technical 
equipment and supplies tend to be delivered with less integrity depending on cost issues 
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and availability of these special resources (Gresham, et al., 2000; Perepletchikova & 
Kazdin). The duration of therapy also influences the degree of treatment integrity. Longer 
in-depth therapies may require greater variation in treatment protocol than brief 
symptom-focused therapies (Perepletchikova & Kazdin). For example, in a study of 
supportive expressive dynamic therapy, early symptomatic improvement predicted higher 
adherence to the specified treatment protocol than less symptomatic improvement 
(Barber, Crits-Christoph, & Luborsky, 1996). In other words, the more the patient 
showed immediate benefits from treatment, the easier it was for the therapist to adhere to 
the treatment manual (Barber et al.), suggesting that treatments resulting in quick 
symptom-relief are delivered with greater integrity than slower-acting treatments (Barber 
et al.).   
 The characteristics of clients and therapists must also be taken into account when 
studying treatment integrity (Waltz et al., 1993). For example, therapists are also more 
likely to follow through with set protocol if they see that the client is invested in the 
process (O’Malley, et al., 1988; Patterson & Chamberlain, 1994). In addition, the more a 
client is perceived to benefit from treatment, the easier it is for the therapist to adhere to 
the specified treatment protocol (Barber, et al., 1996; Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005). 
Client’s characteristics such as resistance and defensiveness may cause therapists to be 
more emotionally distant and less likely to administer specified treatment protocols 
(Patterson & Chamberlain).  Other client characteristics, such as client’s anger, hostility 
and how severe or long-standing his or her problems are, may affect therapist adherence 
to a prescribed technique (O’Malley et al.; Perepletchikova & Kazdin).  
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Level of therapist training and experience may or may not impact adherence. For 
example, Fals-Stewart and Birchler (2002) studied the delivery of behavioral couple 
therapy (BCT) to alcoholic men and their partners. The authors studied the BCT delivery 
of paraprofessionals (bachelor’s-level) and professionals (master’s-level; Fals-Stewart & 
Birchler). Regardless of one’s level of experience, findings suggested that both 
paraprofessionals and professionals adhered closely to the BCT manual (Fals-Stewart & 
Birchler). Others have found that therapists with more experience tend to integrate other 
techniques and are less likely to adhere to a specified treatment protocol (Margison, et al., 
2000), and that training and supervision tend to solidify therapists’ working styles and 
hinder new learning (Henggeler, Schoenwald, & Liao, 2002; Henry, Strupp, Butler, 
Schacht & Binder, 1993). However, in the body of literature reviewed by Miller and 
Binder (2002), manual-based training promotes adherence overall, and yields an increase 
in competence (Siqueland et al., 2000). 
 Perhaps more important than the therapist’s level of experience is finding out 
under what conditions different therapists perform most competently (Christensen & 
Jacobson, 1994). For example, professionals, who tend to be older than the 
paraprofessionals, perform slightly better delivering briefer treatments to older patients, 
whereas paraprofessionals were slightly better when working in longer treatments with 
younger patients (Berman & Norton, 1985).  
Recommendations for Assessing Treatment Adherence 
 Recommendations for improving the quality of treatment adherence assessment 
include controlling for confounding variables such as characteristics of therapists and 
clients (Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005). Quality supervision and monitoring adherence 
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via utility of videotaped sessions is recommended (Miller & Binder, 2002; 
Perepletchikova & Kazdin). Research has shown that supervision and monitoring 
treatment delivery helped reduce therapeutic drift and contributed to increasing adherence 
to the specified treatment protocol (Miller & Binder). 
 Waltz et al. (1993) suggest some features that should be considered in developing 
an effective adherence measure. First, the measure should include therapist behaviors that 
are specific to the treatment modality being studied. Second, the measure must include 
behaviors that are compatible with the modality that will be studied but are neither 
necessary nor unique to it. These would be interventions found in Treatment A if 
administered appropriately, but may also be present in Treatment B. Third, in order to 
detect reduced dosage or potency, adherence measures must include therapist behaviors 
such as chatting with the client at the beginning of the sessions. Lastly, in order to detect 
possible protocol violations, the measure should include behaviors that are proscribed by 
the treatment modality. If an adherence measure confined itself to essential and unique 
items only, the treatment distinctiveness may be overestimated.  
 Rater biases such as availability and anchoring heuristics can occur when using 
neutral raters or therapist self-reports, but may be more likely when using a global 
method of adherence assessment (Heaton, et al., 1995). An availability heuristic occurs 
when raters overestimate the occurrence of an intervention because they are basing their 
ratings on ease with which the intervention can be brought to mind as opposed to actual 
reality. This bias may lead raters to overestimate the occurrence of a particular 
intervention because it is mentally available. The anchoring heuristic happens when rater 
assessments are based on an initial bias or a preconceived notion that is used as the 
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criteria set when rating the therapy sessions (Heaton et al.; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). 
The global method may be more sensitive to cognitive biases because the raters are 
required to infer and judge large chunks of data with no firm anchors for the scale points. 
Because the global method considers the entire therapy session as the unit of analysis, it 
is less precise compared to more operational methods (i.e., molecular method), which 
measure explicit content (i.e., grammatical sentence structure) that leaves less room for 
personal interpretation (Heaton et al.). 
Observers versus Therapist Self-Reports in Assessing Treatment Adherence 
 Research has found that ratings of adherence vary by informant, as each 
informant has his or her own way of viewing psychotherapy (Huey, Henggeler, & 
Brondino, 2000; Mintz, Auerbach, Luborsky & Johnson, 1973; Waltz et al., 1993). Most 
studies have gathered data on treatment adherence using observer ratings rather than 
affiliated raters (such as therapist self-reports) as it is assumed that there is less concern 
with rater bias (Waltz et al.; Xenakis, Hoyt, & Marmar, 1983). This may be a reasonable 
assumption if the treatment manual is comprehensive, and if the observers are properly 
trained (Luborsky, et al., 1982; Waltz, et al.). 
 On the other hand, therapist self-reports offer a unique perspective that is not 
available to neutral observers. Observers tend to be less sensitive to nuances of treatment 
and interventions that are not explicitly described in the treatment manual (Carroll, Nich, 
& Rounsaville, 1998). Furthermore, observers often do not view the entire session but 
base their ratings on a small segment of the session, rely on videotaped sessions that may 
have poor sound quality, and are removed from the therapeutic process, and therefore 
may miss subtle interventions that are not evident in videotapes (Carroll et al.).  
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 Studies of treatment outcome that rely on adherence ratings provided by therapists 
themselves are considered problematic by many researchers due to potential for bias 
(Jacobson & Addis, 1993; Moncher & Prinz, 1991; Waltz et al., 1993). For example, 
because some therapists may wish to portray themselves as adhering to the treatment 
manual more closely than they actually do, the use of therapist self-reports may result in 
inflated treatment integrity levels (Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005; Waltz et al.).  
 One study that used therapist self-reports of treatment adherence yielded 
conflicting results when correlated with observer ratings (Carroll et al., 1998). Therapists 
reported delivering 7 out of the 10 techniques they were asked to rate, which was not 
corroborated by the observer raters (Carroll et al.). These findings imply that different 
raters offer varied perspectives on adherence that may not be interchangeable (Carroll et 
al.; Mintz et al., 1973).  Low agreement among different raters (i.e., therapist, external 
rater and patient) implies that each rater has his or her own perspective on the 
psychotherapy process (Mintz et al.). The problems in obtaining poor agreement 
regarding the treatment process may also be due to factors other than differences in 
training, role, personal distortions or motives (i.e., unreliability of an item in the measure; 
Mintz et al.). Similarly, Hill, O’Grady, and Price (1988) indicate that treatment adherence 
has varied dimensions, and is best understood when evaluated from multiple 
perspectives.  
 However, in a study by Singer (2002), therapists rated their own adherence to the 
Multidimensional Family Prevention treatment, as did observer raters. Intraclass 
correlation coefficients fell within the moderate to strong range, implying that observers 
and therapists shared a similar perspective of treatment adherence (Singer). These 
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findings imply that therapist self-report can be a reliable source of information regarding 
treatment adherence (Singer).   
The Value of Therapist Self-Reports in the Assessment of Treatment Adherence 
 Although there is some disagreement as to the reliability of using therapist self-
reports in assessing treatment adherence, there are clearly some benefits that should not 
be ignored. For example, Carroll et al. (1988) found that by asking therapists about the 
treatment they were delivering, they were able to identify therapeutic techniques that 
were more clinically effective as well as more frequently employed, which may help in 
refining the intervention offered. Furthermore, therapist self-reports may also provide 
information that can enhance the training of therapists as well as contribute to 
understanding the in-session dynamics between therapist and client (Carroll et al.).  
 Therapists’ contributions are essential to understanding the subjective 
intentionality behind the therapeutic intervention that is not captured in video- and audio 
recordings (Xenakis et al., 1983). Therapists have unique access to many observational 
sources, such as nonverbal cues and personal reactions that may influence treatment 
delivery (Xenakis et al.). Moreover, therapist self-reports are an inexpensive alternative 
to the much more involved process of garnering objective ratings. Therapist self-reports 
are more cost efficient and easily attained, as therapists immediately fill out the measure 
after the therapy session (Carroll et al., 1998; Xenakis, et al.). 
           To address the issue of therapist bias, Carroll et al. (1988) suggests a protocol in 
which therapist self-ratings completed immediately after a session are associated with 
ratings made by the therapists of their videotaped session at a later point in time. Also 
suggested is the use of reinforcements to encourage therapists to adhere to treatment, and 
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provide more candid assessments of their treatment adherence. Finally, Carroll et al. 
suggest that therapist self-report ratings can be improved through extensive training of 
therapists, use of detailed treatment manuals, reviewing the accuracy of therapist self-
reports, and evaluating sources of disagreement between therapists and neutral observers 
(Carroll et al.). 
Research Questions 
 The present study sets out to explore couple therapists’ self-perceived adherence 
to two marital treatments, Traditional Behavioral Couple Therapy (TBCT) and 
Integrative Behavioral Couple Therapy (IBCT) by correlating their ratings with those of 
neutral observers. Due to criticisms about the reliable use of therapist self-reports for 
measuring treatment adherence, these ratings tend to be underused. Furthermore, in a 
study done by Carroll et al. (1998) that correlated therapist self-reports to the ratings 
conducted by neutral observers, there appeared to be an overall poor agreement between 
the therapists and the raters regarding the specific interventions delivered. Yet there are 
many valuable reasons to utilize therapist self-ratings of adherence, as it offers a different 
perspective of the psychotherapy process (Carroll et al.; Xenakis et al., 1983).  
 This present study hopes to determine the reliability of therapist self-reports by 
correlating them with observer ratings of treatment adherence. It does not examine the 
relationship between therapist adherence and treatment outcome that most outcome 
studies explore (Hogue et al., 2008). It is important to determine if concordance exists 
between therapist self-reports and neutral observer ratings in order to further strengthen 
findings, and/or add to the unique facets of the therapeutic process. A high correlation 
would imply that therapist self-reports may be used as a reliable tool for measuring the 
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therapeutic process, and researchers may be able to choose the more cost-effective 
therapist self-reports instead of using neutral observer ratings. On the other hand, low 
concordance would imply that therapist self-reports offer a different perspective of the 
therapeutic process and should be used as a supplement to observer ratings, in order to 
effectively hone in on what produces change (Gresham, et al., 2000). Therefore, the 
current study might point to the necessity for multiple adherence measures, and prompt 
future research on the factors associated with varying levels of concordance among 
multiple measures.  
 In addition, the current study utilizes two distinct groups of external observers, 
naïve undergraduates and informed graduate students. Undergraduate students were 
chosen based on the rationale that they were less informed on marital therapy compared 
to the graduate students. It is assumed that having no prior knowledge of IBCT or TBCT 
would account for more neutrality as raters, and thus generate more unbiased findings. 
On the other hand, the informed graduate students can bring value-added expertise, and 
they can readily identify the treatment conditions while using a more detailed and 
thorough measure. These two groups of observers also differ in the coding system used. 
The graduate students used a molecular or more detailed system of coding, whereas the 
undergraduate students used a more generalized rating system. The two observer groups 
also differ in their method of review. The graduate raters watched videotaped sessions 
while the undergraduate raters listened to audiotaped therapy sessions. Using two distinct 
groups of observers allows for a more robust design to formulate assumptions and/or 
conclusions appropriate to each observer group.  
The research questions that will be investigated in this study are: 
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1. What is the correlation between therapists’ self-reports and graduate students’ 
molecular ratings of adherence? 
a. What is the concordance on Traditional Behavioral Couple Therapy 
interventions, including Behavior Exchange, Communication Training, 
and Problem Solving Training? 
b. What is the concordance on Integrative Behavioral Couple Therapy 
interventions, including Empathic Joining, Unified Detachment, and 
Tolerance?  
2. What is the correlation between therapists’ self-reports and undergraduate 
students’ global ratings of adherence? 
a. What is the correlation between the therapists’ ratings of change-focused 
interventions including Behavior Exchange, Communication Training, and 
Problem Solving Training, and the undergraduates’ global ratings of 
Change Interventions?  
b. What is the correlation between the therapists’ ratings of acceptance-
oriented interventions including Empathic Joining, Unified Detachment, 
and Tolerance, and the undergraduates’ global ratings of Acceptance 
interventions? 
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METHOD 
 The current study’s participants were obtained from an archive of data collected 
by Andrew Christensen and colleagues (2004). The methods and procedures that follow 
are pertinent to the present study. For further information on the original study, please 
refer to Christensen et al. 
Participants and Procedures 
Couples 
 A total of 134 heterosexual married couples were recruited in Los Angeles and 
Seattle for a clinical trial of marital therapy. The participants were solicited through 
radio, newspaper, television advertisements, as well as letters and brochures sent to 
clinics and practitioners, describing the study in detail. The study was conducted 
simultaneously at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) and the University 
of Washington with about half of the participants recruited at each site. The study sample 
had a mean age of 41.62 years for wives (SD=8.59), and 43.49 years for husbands 
(SD=8.74). Wives and husbands had a mean number of 16.97 (SD=3.23) educational 
years (including kindergarten). Couples were married an average of 10 years (SD=7.60) 
with a median of 1 child (SD=1.0). The participants were predominantly Caucasians 
(husbands: 79.1%, wives: 76.1%). The other ethnic groups included African Americans 
(husbands: 6.7%, wives: 8.2%), Asians or Pacific Islander (husbands: 6.0%, wives: 
4.5%), Latino or Latina (husbands: 5.2%, wives: 5.2%), and Native American or Alaskan 
Native (husbands: 0.7%). 
 The participants were screened in a three-phase process via telephone interview, 
mailed questionnaires, and a pre-treatment in-person assessment session to assess 
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whether they met inclusion and exclusion criteria. Couples were required to voluntarily 
seek out couple therapy, be legally married, and in severe and chronic marital distress, 
which was assessed by a score of at least one standard deviation below the population 
mean (SD<98) on the Dyadic Adjustment Scale, and a T score of 59 or higher on the 
Global Distress Scale. Participants had to be between the ages of 18 and 65, have a 
minimum high school education, and be fluent in English. Participants who were 
currently in psychotherapy or met current criteria for substance dependence, moderate to 
severe domestic violence, or severe psychopathology were excluded from the study.  
 Couples that met all inclusion criteria and consented to participate were randomly 
assigned to one of the two treatment conditions, TBCT or IBCT. The TBCT group had a 
total of 68 couples, while the IBCT group had a total of 66 couples. Each couple received 
up to 26 free treatment sessions. The average number of sessions reached 22.9 (SD= 
5.35) that occurred over an average period of 36 weeks. For the present study, 35 out of 
the 134 couples were randomly selected (stratified across time, therapists, and treatment 
conditions) for observational adherence coding.  
Therapists  
Four doctoral-level clinical psychologists in Los Angeles and three in Seattle 
were selected on the basis of their reputation and expertise in the field. The therapists had 
7 to 15 years of experience post-licensure.  They received extensive training and 
supervision to monitor adherence and competency in treatment delivery. Before treating 
cases, the therapists studied the treatment manuals, and they attended workshops led by 
Andrew Christensen and Neil Jacobson.  
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The therapists received supervision in both TBCT and IBCT from Christensen 
and Jacobson, two experts in TBCT and IBCT. They also received additional supervision 
from Peter Fehrenbach, a therapist in the pilot study of TBCT and IBCT (Jacobson, 
Christensen, Eldridge, Prince, & Cordova, 2000), and Don Baucom, a published expert 
on TBCT. All seven therapists submitted audio and videotaped sessions to their 
supervisors. The therapists received weekly feedback prior to their next session either 
through telephone or email.  
External Raters 
Graduate students. Three advanced graduate students were selected to rate the 
therapy sessions for adherence, using the Behavioral Couple Therapy Rating Manual 
(BCTRM) described in the preliminary pilot study of TBCT and IBCT (Jacobson et al., 
2000). At least one early, one middle, and one late therapy session were randomly 
selected from each of the 35 selected cases. For training purposes, a few of the cases had 
additional sessions rated, ranging from four to eight, yielding a total of 115 sessions. The 
graduate students viewed the videotaped sessions, and made independent ratings at the 
end of each session.  
Undergraduate students. Eleven undergraduate students who had no knowledge 
of IBCT or TBCT were also selected and extensively trained as adherence raters. Since 
the graduate-level raters were familiar with TBCT and IBCT, and were able to recognize 
the treatment conditions, the undergraduate raters who were unfamiliar with TBCT and 
IBCT were selected in order to prevent rater bias. The undergraduates were told that they 
were examining the correlates of different types of therapist activities. They had weekly 
training sessions with an advanced graduate student, who consistently checked the inter-
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rater reliability throughout the coding process. Prior to allowing them to independently 
rate, the undergraduates were required to consistently reach acceptable levels of inter-
rater reliability on sessions selected for training purposes.  
The undergraduate observers rated the same 35 cases for adherence, using the 
Couple Therapist Rating Scale (CTRS; Jacobson et al., 2000). At least two early, two 
middle, and two late therapy sessions were coded by the 11 undergraduate observers, 
yielding a total of 208 sessions (101 TBCT sessions and 107 IBCT sessions; Christensen 
et al., 2004). The undergraduate raters listened to audiotapes of the sessions, and made 
independent overall ratings at the end of each session (Jacobson et al.). 
Design 
 This is a correlational study done to establish the relationship between the 
therapists’ self-reports (the Sessions Ratings by Therapist; SRT), and the observer ratings 
of adherence (the graduate students’ Behavioral Couple Therapy Rating Manual; 
BCTRM, and the undergraduate students’ Couple Therapist Rating Scale; CTRS). The 
predictive variable will be the observer ratings, while the outcome variable will be the 
therapist self-ratings. The concordance rate will demonstrate the strength of the 
relationship between these two variables. This study’s primary goal is to simply examine 
the concordance between the raters, and does not suggest or assume in any way that high 
adherence leads to better treatment outcome. Furthermore, this study examines 
relationships between observer ratings and therapist self-reports, while associations 
between undergraduate and graduate observer ratings are beyond the scope of this 
dissertation. 
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Measures  
Behavioral Couple Therapy Rating Manual (BCTRM)  
 The Behavioral Couple Therapy Rating Manual (BCTRM) is an adherence scale 
that was developed for the original study of TBCT and IBCT (Jacobson et al., 2000). The 
BCTRM (see Appendix C) consists of 28 items measured on a 5-point Likert scale 
ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extensively). These 28 items include 8 TBCT-content 
items reflecting change-oriented behavioral marital therapy (i.e., Behavior Exchange, 
Communication Training), such as Therapist taught or initiated practice of active 
listening or expressive communication skills. Out of the 28 items, 9 items reflect IBCT’s 
acceptance-based interventions (i.e., Empathic Joining, Unified Detachment). For 
example, an IBCT item describing unified detachment is: Therapist explored reasons why 
partners might differ regarding preferences for intimacy, time alone, need for 
reassurance, ways of showing affection, etc. Additional items proscribed in either 
intervention included items such as Cognitive Interventions and Genogram. Lastly, 
interventions compatible with either treatment modality are also included in the measure 
such as Ordinary Conversation and Reviewing Homework. 
 After watching a session, the graduate student observers independently rated the 
extent to which each of the 28 items occurred during the session. Two major summary 
scores of IBCT interventions and TBCT interventions were taken, and alpha reliabilities 
computed across coders were .93 and .97, respectively (Christensen et al., 2004).  
Couple Therapist Rating Scale (CTRS)  
 This adherence rating manual was also used in the original study of TBCT and 
IBCT (Jacobson et al., 2000). The CTRS (see Appendix D) consists of four 9-point scales 
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ranging from 1 (does not instigate change/does not promote acceptance) to 9 (instigates 
change very much/extensively promotes acceptance). The four items assess the extent to 
which the therapists (a) set and followed an agenda, (b) engaged in change-oriented 
strategies, (c) engaged in acceptance-based strategies, and (d) assigned and checked 
homework (Christensen et al., 2004; Jacobson et al., 2000).   
 In this global rating system, the code for instigating change consisted of any of 
the change-oriented interventions defined in the earlier molecular system used by the 
graduate-level observers. Similarly, the code for acceptance consisted of any of the 
acceptance-oriented interventions in the earlier molecular system. Having no knowledge 
that they were rating two different forms of therapy, the undergraduate raters listened to 
audiotapes of the sessions, and made an independent overall rating at the end of each 
session (Jacobson et al., 2000). The four global ratings yielded the following alpha 
reliabilities: .75 for agenda, .93 for change, .92 for acceptance, and .83 for homework.  
Sessions Ratings by Therapist (SRT) 
 This self-rating adherence measure (see Appendix E) includes a checklist of 
specific treatment interventions that the therapists used to indicate whether they did or 
did not use each intervention listed during the session. Three of the items represent TBCT 
interventions (Behavior Exchange, Communication Training, and Problem Solving) and 
three of the items represent IBCT interventions (Emphatic Joining, Unified Detachment, 
and Tolerance Intervention).  
The seven therapists completed the SRT immediately following every session. 
Although therapists completed this measure after each session, only the data from the 
sessions that were also rated by the observers will be used.  
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RESULTS 
Data Preparation for Analyses of SRT and BCTRM 
 The dichotomous yes/no variable in the Session Ratings by Therapist (SRT) 
measure was assigned a value of 1 to the yes category (when therapists checked the item 
to indicate they had delivered the intervention), and a value of 0 to the none event or no 
category (if the item was not checked by therapists, it indicates that they did not deliver 
the intervention).  
 Four of the therapist self-rating items have a one-to-one correspondence with 
items in the coding system utilized by the graduate student observers.  The observer 
ratings from these items (Behavior Exchange, Communication Training, Problem Solving 
Training, and Unified Detachment) can fall any where within the range of zero to four. 
The lowest rating attained was a zero (0 = not at all), implying that the treatment 
procedure was not utilized. The highest rating was a four (4 = extensively), signifying that 
the treatment procedure was extensively used.   
 Two of the therapist self-report items (Empathic Joining and Tolerance 
Intervention) correspond to multiple items in the coding system utilized by graduate 
student observers.  Specifically, the therapist self-report Empathic Joining item 
corresponds to three items in the coding system: Problems as Differences, Reasons for 
Partner Differences, and Soft Disclosures (item numbers 10, 11, and 15, respectively). 
These three items were summed.  The lowest sum that was attained was a zero with the 
observers rating zero (0 = not at all) on all three scales. The highest sum attained was a 
total of twelve, with the observers rating 4 (4 = extensively) for all three of the Empathic 
Joining treatment procedures (4 x 3 = 12).  Similarly, the therapist self-report Tolerance 
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Intervention item corresponds to five items on the coding system: Preparing for Slip-ups 
and Lapses, Positive Features of Negative Behavior, In-Session Rehearsal of Negative 
Behavior, Instructing Couple to Fake Negative Behavior at Home, and Self-Care (items 
19, 20, 22, 23, and 24, respectively). These five items were summed.  Zero was the 
lowest sum attained, indicating that the raters did not observe Tolerance Intervention (0 
(not at all) x 5 items equal 0). The highest sum attained was 20 (= 4 x 5) with the raters 
observing the treatment procedure extensively (4 = extensively). 
 The items within and between the two measures (the therapists’ SRT and the 
graduate student raters’ BCTRM) were matched according to the theoretical concepts of 
IBCT and TBCT. There was no factor analysis or content analysis done when matching 
items within or across measures.  
Data Analysis with SRT and BCTRM 
 Two measures of correlation were used in this present study. A point-biserial 
correlation was the initial method used to measure the degree of relationship between the 
dichotomous therapist self-ratings and the scale scores of the observer ratings. Second, 
item analyses were conducted to see what point on the scale scores clearly differentiated 
between the yes and no therapist ratings. Once this point of discrimination was 
determined, it was used to divide the scale scores into two sections. These two sections 
were recoded into a 0 for a no, and a 1 for a yes.  Finally, a kappa correlation was 
calculated to see the extent to which the dichotomous graduate ratings are in concordance 
with the dichotomous therapist ratings.   
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Data Preparation for Analysis of SRT and CTRS 
 The CTRS as rated by the undergraduates has two global items: Instigating 
Change (item 2) and Displaying or Promoting Acceptance and Understanding of Client 
Behavior and F eelings (item 3). Both use a 9-point Likert scale (1 = did not happen and 9 
= happened extensively).  The CTRS’ item Instigating Change corresponds to three items 
on the therapist self-reports (Behavior Exchange, Communication Training, and Problem 
Solving Training).  If the therapist did not check any of these items (indicating that they 
did not deliver any of the Change interventions), this was coded as a 0.  If the therapists 
checked any of these three items (indicating that Change interventions were delivered) 
this was coded as a 1.   
 Similarly, the CTRS item Displaying or Promoting Acceptance and 
Understanding of Client Behavior and F eelings corresponds to three items on the 
therapist self-reports (Empathic Joining, Unified Detachment, and Tolerance 
Intervention).  As above, we coded 0 if none of the items were checked by the therapist. 
If any of these items were checked, this was coded as a 1.   
Data Analysis with SRT and CTRS 
 Similar to the analyses described above, a point-biserial correlation was initially 
used to measure the degree of relationship between the dichotomous therapist self-ratings 
and the scale scores of the observer ratings. Second, an item analysis was then conducted 
to determine where on the undergraduate scale (1 to 9) clearly demarcated between the 1 
and 0 ratings of the therapists. After determining this point of discrimination, the 
undergraduate ratings were divided into two sections. These two sections were then 
recoded into a 0 for a no, and a 1 for a yes.  Finally, a kappa correlation was applied to 
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see the extent to which the dichotomous undergraduate ratings were in concordance with 
the dichotomous therapist ratings. 
Correlation Results 
 Cohen (1988) and Hemphill, Simon, Burnaby & Canada (2003) gave the 
following guidelines for interpreting strength of correlation coefficients: .10 = weak; .30 
= medium; and .50 = strong. For both the TBCT and IBCT interventions, there is a 
consistent and high concordance between the therapist and observer (both graduate and 
undergraduate student raters) ratings.   
Correlation Between Therapist Self-Reports and Graduate Student Ratings of Adherence  
 There was a strong positive relationship between the therapist reports and the 
graduate ratings on TBCT interventions (see Table 1).  
Table 1 
Correlations Between Therapist Reports and Graduate Observer Ratings on TBCT 
Interventions (n=104) 
    
TBCT Interventions  r  p  kappa  p 
 
 
Behavior Exchange   .61   .00  .56  .00 
 
Communication Training .66  .00  .66  .00 
 





 For the IBCT interventions, the correlations between the therapist and graduate 
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Table 2 
Correlations Between Therapist Reports and Graduate Observer Ratings on IBCT 
Interventions (n=104) 
    
IBCT Interventions  r  p  kappa  p 
 
 
Empathic Joining  .49   .00  .50  .00 
 
Unified Detachment  .55  0.00  .59  .00 
 




Correlation Between Therapist Self-Reports and Undergraduate Student Ratings of 
Adherence 
 For the change-focused interventions, there was a significant correlation between 
therapist self-reports and observer ratings (r = .85, n = 187, p = .00; kappa = .40, p = .00). 
For the acceptance-oriented interventions, a strong positive relationship also existed 
between the therapist and observer ratings (r = .84, n = 187, p = .00; kappa = .40, p = 
.00).  
 In sum, there was only one weak positive relationship (therapist and graduate 
observer ratings on IBCT’s tolerance intervention), and the rest of the findings showed an 
overall strong positive relationship. In general, high correlations existed between the 
therapist and the observer ratings (for both graduate and undergraduate student raters), 
suggesting that the therapist reports were in concordance with the interventions observed 
by observer raters. 
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DISCUSSION 
The results confirm that the therapist self-reports were in concordance with the 
observer ratings. Strong positive correlations existed between the therapist reports and 
observer ratings, suggesting that the therapist endorsed the same interventions seen by the 
observers. This finding is important as it suggests that therapist self-report measures can 
stand on their own, and are as reliable as the frequently used observer ratings.  
Out of these significant findings, there was only one weak positive relationship. 
Relatively lower agreement in IBCT’s Tolerance Intervention could be due to the 
possibility that this technique may seem to appear in both TBCT and IBCT. For example, 
a therapist may endorse Tolerance Intervention’s self-care strategies (IBCT; designed to 
foster acceptance and increase tolerance of other’s upsetting behavior) while to the more 
distant observer, the therapist may appear to be instructing specific skill-building 
exercises (TBCT; more change-oriented). These findings highlight the therapists’ unique 
access to the subjective intentionality behind the intervention often undetected by 
observers, and not captured in video- and audio recordings sources. 
 The present study has some limitations that must be considered in interpreting the 
results. First, it is difficult to generalize the results because of the study’s specific sample. 
In terms of diversity, for example, only 20% of the sample represented ethnic groups. 
Our sample may not accurately represent the population of ethnic groups in Southern 
California, wherein the largest ethnic group (Hispanics alone) represent 40.57% 
(Kirchner & Chen, 2008). Second, most of the participants were highly educated and 
distressed couples, which limited the generalizability of the findings to other couples. In 
addition, because the present study used data that was part of a large, ongoing clinical 
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trial, only a subset of randomly selected sessions were rated for adherence. Concordance 
between therapists and raters on these particular sessions may not represent concordance 
on all other sessions.  
Furthermore, it is important to note that the present study’s purpose was to add to 
the literature about research methodology. Our high concordance rates are specific to 
controlled clinical trials. For example, the therapists recruited for the study had 7 to 15 
years of experience post-licensure, and were carefully trained and closely supervised. In 
addition, they were chosen for their prior professional relationship with the principal 
investigators, which meant they had strong research backgrounds, possibly a high regard 
for research, had been taught to develop thorough conceptualization of clients, and 
demonstrated investment in this study with their willingness to comply with all 
procedures (taping each session, intense supervision, completion of measures, etc.). 
Therefore, high concordance between our raters and therapists may not represent 
concordance between other kinds of pairings. Lastly, the present study does not examine 
the relationship between adherence and treatment outcome (McMurray, 2007; Hogue et 
al., 2008), but instead provides the preliminary results for further research on adherence. 
Regarding the adherence measures, using three measures provides access to 
various perspectives of the same concept, allowing us to corroborate ratings between 
three sources of data (therapists, graduate and undergraduate raters). However, one 
limitation is that the adherence measures have different item rating scales; the therapists 
used a 2-point (Yes or No) scale, whereas the graduate and undergraduate observers used 
5-point and 9-point scales respectively. Similarly, the graduate and undergraduate ratings 
may not directly complement each other due to different coding systems used; the 
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graduate raters used a molecular system while the undergraduate raters used a global or 
molar system. 
Nonetheless, our consistent findings that therapist self-reports are in high 
concordance with observer ratings replicate the findings of the study conducted by Singer 
(2002). Correlations falling within the moderate to strong range suggest that observers 
and therapists shared a similar perspective of treatment adherence (Singer). Similarities 
between Singer’s and the present study may have contributed to the paralleled results. 
First, both studies used therapists and observers with similar educational background, 
extensive training, and supervision. Another contributing factor could be that the 
measures used in both studies had items on specific therapist behaviors and skills (e.g., 
the therapist assigned homework, the therapist reinterpreted negative behavior). Perhaps 
higher concordances were found due to the fact that the therapists and observers were 
rating more objective or concrete aspects of therapy.  
Conversely, the results of the present study contrast with the findings of Carroll, 
Nich, and Rounsaville (1998). Carroll et al. found that eighty percent of the therapist-
observer correlations were in the poor to fair range while the present study found a 
moderate to high degree of correlation. Specifically, Carroll et al. found that the 
therapists tend to self-report implementation of interventions more frequently than did 
observers. The difference in strength of correlations may be due to a number of factors. 
First, the therapists in both studies received different levels of training and supervision. 
Therapists selected for the present study had between seven to fifteen years experience 
post-licensure. However, the therapists from Carroll et al. only averaged 4.4 years of 
postdoctoral experience, and had a shorter course of training (2-day didactic seminar). 
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More years of training afforded firsthand exposure to various treatment strategies. More 
importantly, the therapists from the present study received intense training and 
supervision from the pioneers and primary authors of both TBCT and IBCT treatment 
manuals. Supervision from experts likely provided a more thorough training that left little 
room for ambiguity, which helped increase raters’ proficiency in recognizing various 
techniques. In addition, the intense supervision was maintained throughout the treatment 
course to prevent therapist drift. The therapists were required to send in audio- and/or 
videotapes of their sessions to the supervisors each week of the treatment duration. Yet 
another influential factor is the difference in length of treatment course. While the present 
study had a length of treatment of up to 26 weeks, Carroll et al. had only a 12-week 
course of treatment. Perhaps a longer treatment course provided prolonged supervision 
that exposed raters to different treatment interventions.  
Present findings have significant implications for psychotherapy research. They 
emphasize the importance of therapist self-report as a unique and reliable tool in 
measuring the therapeutic process. The present findings that both groups of observer 
raters with different levels of training and sophistication (graduate students using a 
molecular coding system, and the less trained undergraduate students using a molar 
coding system) had high agreements with the therapist ratings add credibility to therapists 
as reliable reporters. High correlations with two groups of observers (with different 
coding system, levels of education, and methods of review) suggest that therapists can 
provide similar views as the often highly regarded observer raters. Consequently, future 
researchers may be able to choose the more cost-effective therapist self-reports over the 
much more time-consuming observer ratings.  
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In addition, high therapist-observer agreements in both treatments (TBCT and 
IBCT) further challenge the assumption that the observer raters are superior to therapist 
reports. It was no surprise that there was high concordance between the TBCT therapists 
and observers since TBCT is more structured, and the behavioral interventions are clearly 
demarcated. However, high IBCT therapist-observer agreements further strengthen the 
above findings since IBCT is more fluid and integrative. IBCT may appear ambiguous, 
and interventions may seem to flow back and forth into each other; thus, it is impressive 
that high IBCT therapist-observer correlations were found, suggesting that therapists can 
still be objective even in transcendental moments in IBCT. 
Therapist self-ratings seem to be comparable to the gold standard observer ratings 
when the following factors are present: when there is thorough training, quality 
supervision, and when rating more concrete and specific aspects of therapy. Moreover, 
since psychotherapy is a complex endeavor, having multiple adherence measures can be 
beneficial, and therapist self-reports can be a valuable supplement to other adherence 
ratings. 
The present study also has important implications particularly when it comes to 
supervision in the context of psychotherapy research. Quality supervision and intensive 
training may have fostered high concordance between therapist and observer raters. High 
agreement between therapist and observer ratings suggests that therapists can be relied 
upon to report what they do in therapy. The intense supervision that was maintained 
throughout the treatment course likely prevented therapist drift, and encouraged 
adherence to the specific treatments. This indicates that with quality supervision, 
therapists can accurately implement techniques, as well as be forthcoming in providing 
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cost-efficient and less time consuming self-evaluations. Note however, that the present 
study has a unique sample in that the therapists knew that they were being videotaped and 
closely monitored. In comparison to regular practitioners, the therapists used in the 
present study may have been more attentive to treatment delivery due to the rigorous 
supervision that is usually difficult to replicate in reality.  
It is important to note that the present study’s purpose was to add to the literature 
about research methodology, not to draw conclusions about other contexts in which 
therapists provide services and self-report to supervisors. However, even outside the 
context of psychotherapy research, the type of supervision offered appears to influence 
the extent to which trainees implement supervisor feedback in subsequent therapy 
sessions. It appears that the more variety in teaching methods, the more likelihood 
generalization takes place. In a study conducted by Milne, Pilkington, Gracie, & James 
(2003), the generalization of supervision themes to actual therapy was more evident when 
supervisors include “hard” instructional techniques (e.g. reviewing recordings of therapy, 
lectures, corrective feedback and specific direction). Specifically, the authors found that 
the transfer of supervision material to the therapy process was found to occur more for 
video- and/or audio-taped sessions (Milne & James, 2000; Milne et al., 2003).  
While direct methods are traditionally used, indirect methods such as therapist 
self-evaluations are also shown to be invaluable, as these “soft” methods uniquely tap 
into supervisee’s processes (Carter, Enyedy, Goodyear, Arcinue & Puri, 2009; Falender 
& Shafranske, 2007; James, Milne, Marie-Blackburn & Armstrong, 2006). Since 
supervision is a dynamic relationship, consideration of supervisee’s (in our case, the 
therapists) perspective fosters a more authentic learning environment, and increases 
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competency-based supervision (Carter et al., 2009; Falender & Shafranske; James et al., 
2006). Indirect methods such as self-assessment can provide knowledge and insight into a 
therapist’s capability to perform, and entrustability (capacity to which a supervisee can be 
trusted to carry out a professional activity; Falender & Shafranske). Overall, competency-
based supervision can be achieved if a wide range of supervision techniques is used 
(Falender & Shafranske; Norcross & Halgin, 1997). 
Future research studies are necessary to determine the specific situations in which 
therapist and observer perspectives will be similar and/or different. If the present study’s 
results were replicated, it would challenge the assumption that observers are the gold 
standard or superior raters. Replicating the findings under different conditions would lend 
credence to therapist ratings as a valuable supplement to other adherence ratings. Perhaps 
future studies with different parameters can be used, such as quality of supervision, 
different therapist rating methods and times (e.g., video or audio-review days after the 
therapy session), characteristics of therapists and raters (level of expertise or education), 
and using less structured treatment interventions with complex dynamics. 
In sum, a number of biases regarding the use of therapist self-reports (Jacobson & 
Addis, 1993; Moncher & Prinz, 1991; Waltz et al., 1993) have prevented researchers 
from using this source of data. The present findings challenge the assumption that 
observer ratings are superior to therapist self-reports. The latter might be preferred if cost 
is a concern since observer ratings tend to be more expensive and time-consuming. More 
importantly, therapist self-rating is a unique tool that taps into the subjective 
intentionality distinct in more complex or dynamic therapies. Researchers would benefit 
from the unique contribution of therapist ratings, as this provides a valuable outlook on 
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psychotherapy. Therapists as raters are not only cost-efficient, but could help detect 
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1. Setting and Following Agenda (p.6) 
2. Ordinary Conversation (p.6) 
3. Assessing Collaborative Set (p.7) 
4. Inducing Collaborative Set (p.7) 
5. Behavior Exchange (p.7) 
6. Praising Change (p.8) 
7. Sex Therapy (p.8) 
8. Companionship (p.8) 
9. Problem Solving (p.9) 
10. Problems as Differences (p.9) 
11. Reasons for Partners’ Differences (p.9) 
12. Cognitive Interventions (p.10) 
13. Genogram (p.10) 
14. Reframing (p.10) 
15. Soft Disclosures (p.11) 
16. Communication Training (p.12) 
17. Talking about Interaction Theme as an It (p.12) 
18. Circular Questioning (p.13) 
19. Preparing for Slip-ups and Lapses (p.13) 
20. Positive Features of Negative Behavior (p.14) 
21. Restraint of Change (& Other Strategic) (p.14) 
22. In-session Rehearsal of Negative Behavior (p.14) 
23. Instructing to Fake Negative Behavior at home (p.15) 
24. Self-care (p.15) 
25. Explicit Guidance (p.15) 
26. Homework Assigned (p.15) 
27. Homework Reviewed (p.16) 
28. Generalization and Maintenance (p.16) 
 
Introduction to Raters 
 
 The purpose of this study is to describe as accurately as possible what the therapist does 
during the sessions of couple therapy you will be coding.  Because many of the interventions 
described in this manual could be used in both the therapies being compared, it is important that 
you listen and code each item carefully, based on what you actually hear rather than based on 
your guess about the type of therapy.  Here are a few guidelines (adapted from the CSPRS Raters 
Manual) to help you rate the sessions. 
 
Rate Therapist Behavior 
 All items are designed to measure therapist behavior.  It is important to distinguish the 
therapist’s behavior from the client’s behavior in response to the therapist.  The rater should 
attempt to rate the therapist behavior, not the client response to that behavior.  In rating therapist 
behavior, the rater should consider what the therapist attempted to do, not whether those attempts 
met with success or failure. 
 
Rate Extensiveness, Not Quality 
 The items are designed to measure the extent to which the therapists’ engage in the 
behaviors being measured, rather than the quality with which those behaviors are performed.  
Although extensiveness is not totally independent of the quality of therapist behavior, the rater 
should not consider the quality of the therapist behavior per se when rating the items. 
 
F requency versus Intensity 
 Most of the items require the rater to rate how extensively (or thoroughly) the therapist 
behavior occurred.  In order to determine the extent to which a therapist behavior occurred the 
rater must consider BOTH the frequency with which that behavior occurred during the session 
and the intensity with which that behavior was engaged in when it did occur.  (Intensity means 
the therapist’s concentration of effort or focus on the intervention.) 
 Items vary with regard to how relevant frequency and intensity are in determining how 
that item should be rated and there are no fixed rules for determining the importance of each 
concept.  The relative weighing of these two concepts depends not only on which item is being 
rated, but also on which specific techniques the therapist uses to accomplish the strategy or goal 
stated in the item.  For example, Instructing to Fake Negative Behavior at Home is an item for 
which intensity is more relevant than frequency. 
 This intervention may take comparatively little time within the session; however, as long 
as it is discussed directly with the couple it should receive a high rating.  The less directly it is 
discussed the lower the rating it should be.  On the other hand, Ordinary Conversation is an 
example of an item whose rating is based entirely on frequency.  The more the therapist engages 
in ordinary conversation, the higher the rating should be.  
 There are no fixed rules for determining the equivalence of doing something intensively 
for a short period of time versus doing something not very intensively for a long period of time.  
Because the rules for combining frequency and intensity would be very complex and might not 
always lead to valid ratings, we have left it up to the rater to appropriately weight these concepts 
when rating items. 
 
Avoid Haloed Ratings 
 These items were designed for the purpose of describing therapist’s behavior in the 
session.  In order to use the scale correctly, it is essential that the rater rates what she/he hears, 
NOT what she/he thinks OUGHT to have occurred.  The rater must be sure to apply the same 
standards for rating an item regardless of: 
1) what type of therapy the rater thinks she/he is rating; 
2) what other behaviors the therapist engaged in during the session; 
3) what ratings were given to other items; 
4) how skilled the rater believes the therapist to be in a particular modality; 
5) how much the rater likes the therapist; 
6) whether the rater thinks the behavior being rated is a good thing to do or a bad thing 
to do. 
 
Rating Conjunctive Relationships 
 Instances of AND and OR which are particularly important to note have been capitalized.  
When two aspects of a behavior specified in an item are joined by AND, both must be present in 
order for the item to be rated highly.  When two aspects are joined by OR, the item can be rated 
highly if either aspect is present. 
 
Use of Guidelines 
 The descriptions and definitions of items in this manual are intended to be guidelines for 
use in rating.  In some cases, there are specific rules, which the rater should use in assigning a 
particular rating to an item.  These rules are referenced in the scale as “/ /” and are clearly noted 
in the Rater’s Manual as NOTES.  In most cases, however, this manual contains only guidelines.  
We expect the rater to exercise her/his judgement in applying these guidelines as well as in rating 
situations for which the guidelines do not apply.  
 
Use of Examples 
 Whenever possible, examples have been included to illustrate how to rate therapist 
behavior.  These examples, however, are only guidelines for how to rate an item.  Often the 
example will only state that therapist behavior similar to the example merits a rating greater than 
a “1”.  This is because the examples are of brief interchanges whereas the rater must consider the 
entire session when rating an item.  The examples are a better guide to the kinds of behaviors and 
the intensity with which they should occur, than they are to the frequency with which behaviors 
should occur. 
 The manual includes reference to “low”, “medium” and “high” ratings in discussions of 
how examples should be rated.  Because the rater must consider the entire session and not just a 
discrete incident or period of time in deciding the exact rating, these suggested ratings should not 
be considered fixed.  In general, however, a low rating corresponds to 2, medium rating to 3 or 4, 
and high rating to 5.  The manual explicitly states when the rater should assign a rating of 1.  A 
low rating does not refer to a 1. 
 
Making Distinctions 
 Because the items vary in terms of breadth of coverage, the same therapist behaviors 
which are appropriately rated in one item, may also be rated in another item. 
 Conversely, the rater is often required to make fine distinctions between therapist 
behaviors which are similar yet should be rated distinctly.  Some items measure therapist 
behaviors which are similar and which may covary, but yet are distinct.  The rater should be 
careful to rate them distinctly (i.e., in rating each item, the rater should consider the extent to 
which the behavior specified in that item occurred and should not consider other similar 
behaviors). 
 When possible, similar items have been placed near one another to help the rater make 
these distinctions.  The rater should bear in mind the subtle differences between some items, and 
not use the same exact behavior to substantiate ratings given to different items unless it is 
appropriate to do so. 
 The Raters Manual also contains an “Important Distinctions” section within the entry for 
some items.  This section contains information regarding how the item is similar to and different 
from other items.  These “Important Distinctions” are not the only important similarities or 
differences that need to be attended to- don’t rely on “Important Distinction” sections to point 
out all of the important similarities and differences which exist. 
 
Specific Instances Required for Rating 
 In order to give a rating greater than a “1”, the rater must hear a specific example of the 
therapist behavior being rated.  The rater should be careful not to rate behavior as having 
occurred is she/he thinks it probably occurred but cannot think of a specific example. 
 
Substantiating Ratings 
 The starting point for rating each item in the scale is 1, “not at all”.  Give a rating higher 
than a 1 only if there is an example of the therapist behavior specified in the item.  This is 
particularly difficult to do when rating the facilitative conditions items where the rater may be 
tempted to assign an average rating unless the therapist’s behavior was remarkable either by its 
absence or abundance.  DO NOT DO THIS.  The rater must be able to substantiate the rating 
she/he assigns to every item. 
 In particular, a high rating for facilitative items should be reserved for instances in which 
the therapist makes verbal statements that communicate rapport, warmth, etc.  For example, a 
session characterized by frequent therapist statements such as, “I really appreciate the risks you 
both have been willing to take to talk about such a sensitive topic with me,” would receive a 
higher rating of rapport than a session in which the rapport is evidenced only through non-verbal 
actions such as the session seeming to flow smoothly without any obvious rifts.  In other words, 
raters should substantiate ratings for facilitative items with verbal statements rather than solely 
non-verbal indications of facilitative conditions. 
 
Overlap between Current versus Prior Sessions 
 Often an issue that was discussed in an earlier session is implicitly or explicitly referred 
to in the session being rated.  For example, the client may seem to know what the therapist 
means when referring to communication training (because the couple must have learned it in a 
previous session).  However, if communication training is mentioned only passing without the 
therapist conducting communication training in the current session, communication training 
should not be rated.  Discussions, which took place in an earlier session, should not be 
considered in determining a rating given to the current session. 
 
Instructions to Raters 
1. RATE EVERY ITEM. 
2. READ CRITERIA FOR ITEMS EACH TIME THAT THEY ARE RATED. 
3. ATTEND TO MANUAL NOTES. 
4. LISTEN BEFORE RATING. 
5. TAKE NOTES. 
6. FILL OUT CODE SHEETS CLEARLY AND CORRECTLY. 
 
NOTE:  There will be some therapist behavior that is not described by any item in this manual.  
One common example of this are seeking questions by the therapist: If the couple came in having 
had a fight during the week and the therapist simply asked, “What happened?” that statement 
need not be coded.  Typically, the therapist will follow-up information seeking questions with 
interventions that you will be able to code under items in the manual. 
 
 
1. Setting and Following Agenda.   
Therapist worked with the clients to formulate and follow a specific agenda for the 
session. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Setting an agenda may include generating items to be discussed, choosing which of the 
items will be discussed, determining the order in which items are discussed, and allotting time to 
be spent on discussing each item.   
Following the agenda includes therapist comments that remind the couple of the agenda 
and keep the discussion focused in order to cover items on the agenda.  Sometimes the agenda 
must be revised and such therapist comments should also be rated here. 
There are two aspects to consider when rating this item: 1) did the therapist work with the 
clients to set a specific agenda for the session?  2) did the therapist work with the clients to 
follow the agenda during the session? 
 
 
2. O rdinary Conversation.   
The therapist talked with the client about topics that seemed more likely ordinary 
conversation than therapy AND that cannot be classified under any other item. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 For example, the client and therapist may have talked about the weather, some recent 
news event, movies or a book, some place that they all have visited, etc., but in no way does the 
therapist tie the discussion topic to the client’s feelings, thoughts, or actions, currently or in the 
past.  This item should not be rated higher than 1 unless the therapist in no way uses the 
conversation for assessment or intervention.  Before rating this item, the rater should thoroughly 
check to rule out other items that might better describe the client and therapist’s interactions. 
3. Assessing Collaborative Set.   
Therapist asked questions in order to determine the extent to which each partner viewed 
himself or herself as the cause of some of the problems in the relationship and was willing to 
assume responsibility to make changes in his or her behavior to improve the relationship. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
Important Distinction.  This item differs from Item #4 Inducing Collaborative Set.  In Inducing 
Collaborative Set, the therapist tries to get partners to act collaboratively despite how they feel.  
In Assessing Collaborative Set, the therapist simply asks questions to determine how each person 
views his or her role in causing problems. 
 
 
4. Inducing Collaborative Set.   
Therapist actively encouraged partners to work together collaboratively (i.e., changing 
his/her own behavior to improve the relationship without waiting for the other to change first), 
and/or reinforced positive client behavior which reflects an effort to behave collaboratively. 
____________________________________________/ /________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Inducing collaborative set can include the therapist presenting a model in which both 
partners accept responsibility for their own actions that contribute to marital distress, and the 
therapist persuading the couple to act collaboratively regardless of how they feel.  Induction of 
collaborative set may sometimes have a “preachy” or “hard sell” tone as the therapist strongly 
tries to persuade each partner to make changes. 
 
Important Distinction.  Item #4 Induce Collaborative Set differs from Item #3 Assess 
Collaborative Set.  The crucial aspect of Induce Collaborative Set is that the therapist actively 
asks the couple to adopt a particular orientation to therapy (focus on own role in creating 
problems and on changes he or she can independently make to improve the relationship).  
Whereas for Assess Collaborative Set, the therapist does not ask the couple to adopt a 
collaborative set but rather determines the extent to which the couple is or is not already 
collaborative. 
Note:  A rating of 4 or 5 should be reserved for when the therapist is actively persuading the 
couple to adopt a collaborative set, rather than solely presenting the model. 
 
 
5. Behavior Exchange.   
Therapist initiated and/or facilitated discussion of things each partner could 
independently do to improve spouse’s satisfaction with the relationship. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 The therapist encouraged partners to make changes in order to increase marital 
satisfaction by: 
1) generating lists of behaviors likely to please the spouse, OR 
2) discussing hypothetical attempts to increase partners’ marital satisfaction, OR 
3) discussing past efforts to promote marital satisfaction through increases in pleasing 
behavior, OR 
4) giving direct advice or suggestions about changes either partner should make to 
increase the other’s satisfaction, OR 
5) teaching parenting skills (e.g., how to get your kid to go to bed, or time out 
procedures). 
 
Important Distinctions.  When the therapist suggests or advises one or both partners to make 
changes in order to increase marital satisfaction AND the therapist does not make these 
suggestions in the context of formal problem solving, the therapist’s behaviors should be rated as 
Item # Behavior Exchange.  In other words, when the therapist helped the couple resolve some 
problem or difficulty by asking questions, proposing alternatives, etc., without using a specific 
format, this is rated as Item #5 Behavior Exchange rather than Item #9 Problem Solving. 
 
 
6. Praising Change.   
Therapist praised the couple’s efforts at making changes by summarizing what worked, 
commenting on how hard they are working, how differently the interaction went because of their 
hard work, etc. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 
7. Sex Therapy.   
Therapist helped the couple improve sexual dysfunctions or dissatisfactions (e.g., used 
techniques such as sensate focus). 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Therapist helped the couple work on sexual problems: sexual dysfunctions (i.e., 
impotence, premature ejaculation, orgasmic dysfunction) and/or sexual dissatisfaction (e.g., 
different preferences regarding sexual activity or frequency, sexual boredom).  The therapist may 
have developed activities designed to reduce fear of failure or pressure to engage in sexual 
activity.  For example, the therapist may have used specific sex therapy techniques such as 
sensate focus (mutual, non-goal-oriented sensual interaction between the partners). 
 
 
8. Companionship.   
Therapist initiated/facilitated discussion of enjoyable activities that the couple could or 
has participated in together. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 
9. Problem Solving.   
Therapist taught or initiated practice in using a specific format for solving interpersonal 
conflicts. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The problem solving format includes defining the problem, brainstorming possible 





10. Problems as Differences.   
Therapist reformulated the problem either as deriving from a difference between the 
partners, OR as a vicious cycle resulting from each partner’s attempt to solve the problem that 
their differences create. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The therapist pointed out how each one’s behavior is reasonable and understandable 
given its place in the vicious cycle.  A session could receive a rating of up to 5 if the therapist 
discussed problems either in terms of deriving from a difference between the couple, or as a 
vicious cycle that results from efforts to solve the problem; the therapist does not have to do both 
in order to receive a high rating. 
 
Important Distinction.  Item #10 Problems as Differences may occur with Item #11 Reasons for 
Partner Differences.  The important aspect for Item #10 Problems as Differences is that the 
therapist emphasizes that the couple’s problem is a result of how they ineffectively handle their 
differences as opposed to emphasizing the reasons for those differences.  Item #11 Reasons for 
Partner Differences, however, should be rated when the therapist helps the couple understand the 
reasons for the differences, not the reasons for the problem. 
 
 
11. Reasons for Partner Differences.   
Therapist explored reasons why partners might differ regarding preferences for intimacy, 
time alone, need for reassurance, ways of showing affection, etc. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 These reasons should involve family history, factors in the current environment, or 
culture (sex roles, ethnic differences, or religious differences). 
 
 
12. Cognitive Interventions.   
The therapist led the couple to examine evidence for interpretations of or attributions 
about each other’s behavior or to examine whether expectations about each other or marriage 
were reasonable. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The therapist challenged, through Socratic questioning, the logic or reasonableness of the 
client’s interpretations, attributions, or expectations of each other.  In the following example, the 
wife was complaining that the husband had not taken initiative nor followed through with 
helping one of their children with a school assignment.  She attributes his inaction to a lack of 
interest in the children. 
T: Mike, if it isn’t just a lack of interest, as she is interpreting it, what is it? 
H: No, I am interested. For example, I’ve been appalled at how little they know about what 
is happening in the world and I’ve been trying to read them some things from the 
newspaper or talk over things I hear on the news.  It’s just that assignment that he had to 
do was just not something I felt, I just felt incompetent. 




trying to think about how to increase their exposure to current events.  If you had that 
different understanding, how would that make things different for you?  How might this 
feel different to you? 
 
 
13. Genogram.   
Therapist asked each partner about their families of origin to create a structural diagram 
showing how patterns are transmitted intergenerationally and how past events such as death, 
illness, great success or immigration have influenced current patterns. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 




14.  Reframing.   
The therapist reinterpreted one partner’s negative behavior in a more positive light. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 For example (J & M, 1979, p. 144), “In the following excerpt, the couple is discussing 
the husband’s tendency to conceal certain things from his wife; here they are discussing a 
bounced check which the husband intercepted before the wife discovered it. 
W:  You can’t accept responsibility for your behavior.  Whenever you do something 
       wrong, you lie, deceive me.  I can’t stand your dishonesty. 
T:  It seems like her approval is very important to you (to husband).  You care so much  
      about what she thinks that you can’t get yourself to tell her when you screw  
      something up. 
Here the therapist chooses to interpret the husband’s behavior as indicating that he cares 




Important Distinction.  Reframing should be rated only when the therapist reinterprets behavior, 
not emotions.  If the therapist relabels emotions in a more positive light, that should be rated 
under Item #15 Soft Disclosures. 
 
 
15.  Soft Disclosures.   
When clients were blaming, hostile, contemptuous (or expressing other strongly negative 
emotion), the therapist solicited partner disclosure of “soft” feelings and thoughts (e.g., fear, 
sadness, insecurity) and/or reinterpreted hard emotions in terms of their underlying softer 
emotions. 
____________________________________________/ /________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The therapist attempted to heighten the client’s expression of her/his softer emotions or 
thoughts instead of the harder emotions expressed when attacking or blaming.  To do this, the 
therapist may have solicited partner disclosure by helping the client to recognize and express 
softer thoughts or feelings that: 
1) the client is unaware of; OR 
2) the client is aware of but not expressing; OR 
3) the client is expressing nonverbally but not verbally. 
The therapist may either say what the client is feeling for the client or encourage the client to 
voice the softer emotions him or herself; either therapist behavior should be coded here. 
 
NOTE:  This item should not be rated higher than a 3 unless the therapist paid particular 
attention to helping the client express “soft” emotions.  To give a rating higher than a 3 the 
therapist must not only help the client express thoughts and feelings, but, in particular, help the 
spouse express vulnerability, sadness, disappointment, etc., likely to draw the couple together. 
 
Important Distinction.   
Soft Disclosure can be confused with two other items, Item #14 Reframing and Item #16 
Communication Training.  The important distinction between reframing and soft disclosure is the 
targeted behavior that is relabeled in a more positive light.  Rate soft disclosure when the 
therapist relabels hard emotions in terms of their more primary softer emotions.  Rate Item # 14 
reframing when the therapist relabels overt behavior in a more positive light. 
 Soft disclosure should also be discriminated from Item #16 Communication Training.  
Although the therapist using communication training may ask the couple to talk about feelings, 
the therapist uses a specific format in order to increase the couple’s skill in communicating; 
whereas in soft disclosure the therapist does not use a specific format, but instead seeks to 
articulate the softer emotions likely to draw the couple together. 
 
 
16. Communication T raining.   
Therapist taught or initiated practice of active listening or expressive communication 
skills.   
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Communication training involves didactic instruction (e.g., modeling use of a specific 
format), behavior, rehearsal, and feedback from the therapist.  Feedback is the provision of 
information to a couple regarding some aspect of their interaction; modeling (coaching) is 
instructing or demonstrating alternative responses; behavioral rehearsal is practice of new 
communication skills.  Communication training may target any of the following: helping 
partners to listen more effectively and demonstrate understanding of each other; validating each 
other; teaching how to express positive and negative feelings; teaching how to express caring, 
appreciation, affection, and how to give compliments and praise; or teaching assertiveness skills.  
The essential element of communication training is that it is done in a teaching, didactic manner.  
The therapist’s intervention need not be formal, but should definitely include feedback and 
rehearsal in order to be coded as communication training. 
 Communication training can occur in conjunction with other interventions.  For example, 
while having the couple discuss the outcome of BE homework, the therapist may instruct and 
give feedback about the way partners describe their feelings about what the other did to please 
them.  Or the therapist may comment during problem-solving training, “Joe, when you 
repeatedly interrupt Mary as she tries to paraphrase what she heard your issue to be, it seems to 
be de-railing her.  Try to wait until she is completely finished before you tell her what she isn’t 
understanding about what you said.”  In these examples, communication training should be 
rated in addition to the other interventions (BE, Homework review, Problem-Solving Training).  
If the therapist asked the couple to practice communication skills at home, this should be rated 




Therapist engaged partners in a general discussion of an interaction theme or issue 
without a focus on what could be done to change it, and without explicitly trying to teach 
expressive communication skills. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 Therapist helped partners talk about the problem as something they share, rather than 
something that one does to the other.  Said differently, the therapist tries to develop a descriptive 
rather than blaming account of the couple’s troubling interaction pattern.  The therapist may do 
this in a variety of ways.  The therapist may have helped each partner elaborate and articulate 
his/her particular feelings, thoughts, and actions in the theme.  The therapist may have helped the 
couple identify the mutual traps.  Humor or “short hand” labels to describe an interaction 
sequence may be used in order to help the couple gain a different perspective.  These discussions 
could, but do not necessarily, involve: 
a) upcoming events, where the event is relevant to the interaction theme; or 
b) recent incidents, where a recent positive or negative incident was relevant to an 
interaction theme. 
 
Important Distinction.  When an interaction pattern is defined as the problem to be solved within 
the problem solving format, the therapist’s behavior should be rated under Item #9 Problem 
Solving rather than Item #17 Talking about an Interaction Theme as an “It”. 
 Similarly, when the therapist focuses on “reciprocal causation”, that is how what each 
does is in part caused by the other, but also focuses discussion on what partners can do to change 
this interaction pattern, this should not be coded as Interaction Theme as an “It”.  Instead, when 
the therapist identifies reciprocal causation and asks the couple to consider changing, you should 
consider whether the therapist’s intervention is more appropriately rated as items Inducing 
Collaborative Set, Behavior Exchange, or Communication Training.  For example, if the 
therapist said, “when he does x, you do y.  As soon as you do y, he does more of x.  I want you 
both to take a minute to think about what you should do to make this go differently”, and then the 
therapist went on to help each identify ways to change, this would be coded as Inducing 








1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
Rather than (or in addition to) asking the client directly about a conflict he or she experiences 
with a family member, the therapist invited the spouse to describe what he or she has observed.  
For example, the therapist might ask the husband, “How does you mother-in-law see this conflict 




19. Preparing for Slip-ups and Lapses.   




1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
For this item to be rated highly, the therapist must have communicated that the couple 
cannot count on change by, for example, helping the couple prepare for the lack of change or 
discussing how the couple can have a good relationship while the problem occurs and as they try 
to recover from a slip-up.  In other words, high ratings should be reserved for therapist 
interventions that clearly propose acceptance of lack of change and coping with lack of change. 
 It’s important to note that preparing for slip-ups and lapses should only be rated when the 
therapist intervention is future oriented or is a reminder of having predicted some problem would 
occur, rather than solely providing a rationale for change/progress being unsteady as a way to 
control damage after a slip-up. 
 
 
20. Positive F eatures of Negative Behavior.   
Therapist discussed or engaged couple in a discussion of the positive features of one or 
both partner’s negative behavior. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Therapist highlighted how what one or both partner’s view as negative actually serves an 
important use in the relationship.  For example, the therapist might say, “You, Mr. Brown, like to 
spend money and you, Mrs. Brown, like to save money.  Even though this gives rise to a lot of 
conflict, your problems would be even worse if you were both the same; in your old age you 
would either be in debt from spending beyond your means or have savings but not have enjoyed 
yourselves.  There is a real benefit of having both qualities in a marriage.” 
 
 
21.  Restraint of Change (and Other Strategic Interventions).   
 Therapist suggested that couple should NOT change because change might be harmful or 
have a negative impact.  Therapist may appear to be arguing against what is a “positive” change 
or to be playing devil’s advocate. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Strategic interventions are sometimes used in the context of client resistance to change: 
the therapist intervenes to create some contrasting position that pushes the client toward change.  
The therapist may instruct the couple not to change some troubling behavior with the intention of 
freeing the couple TO change. 
 
22. In-session Rehearsal of Negative Behavior.   
Therapist attempted to increase one or both spouse’s ability to tolerate the other’s 
upsetting behavior.  
____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Therapist requested one member of the couple to role-play negative behavior in the 
session as a means of discovering feelings, thoughts, and actions as well as partner’s reactions. 
 
 
23. Instructing Couple to Fake Negative Behavior at Home. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Therapist asked one member of the couple to fake some negative behavior during the 
coming week by doing the negative behavior when they don’t really feel it.  Therapist explained 




Therapist encouraged couple to explore self-care possibilities, particularly, but not 
exclusively, those he or she can use when the partner does engage in negative behavior.  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 
25. Explicit Guidance. 
The therapist directed or guided the session in an explicit way 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The rater should not rate how explicit the guidance was on any particular occasion.  
Raters should consider the extent to which the therapist explicitly controlled the direction of the 
session.  The therapist might accomplish this by initiating a significant change in content or shift 
in focus of the session or by maintaining the focus on topics which she/he wants to discuss.  If no 
guidance was provided OR if the guidance that was provided was not explicit, this item should 
be rated 1. 
 
 
26. Homework Assigned. 
Therapist developed or helped the couple develop homework. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Homework is a specific assignment which the client is to engage in (but not necessarily 
complete) before the next session.  Rate this item low if the therapist off-handedly suggested, in 
order to bring the discussion to an end, that the clients engage in some behavior between 
sessions.  Rate low to medium if the therapist asked the couple to do something between sessions 
but did not attempt to make the assignment more specific.  Do not rate this item higher than a 4 
unless the therapist helps the couple anticipate and resolve difficulties they might have in 
performing a homework assignment. 
 
 
27. Homework reviewed. 
Therapist paid attention to homework previously assigned to the couple.   
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 Homework refers to one or more specific assignments given by the therapist for the 
couple to complete between sessions.  A high rating should be given only if the therapist 
attempted to use the couple’s experiences with the homework as a basis for further discussion in 
the session. 
 Regardless of whether the clients completed the homework, the therapist can use the 
clients’ experiences with the assignment as a basis for discussion (e.g., “Were you able to 
attempt the homework?  If not, what happened to prevent you from trying it?”).  In other words, 
this item should be rated independently of whether the couple completed or even attempted the 
homework; a rating of up to 5 can be given in such cases. 
 
 
28. Generalization and Maintenance.   
Therapist fostered the couples’ ability to continue to apply skills or ideas learned in 
therapy to improve the relationship when problems arise in the future. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
1   2   3   4   5 
not at all          some      moderately      considerably     extensively 
 
 The therapist initiated discussion of how what the couple has learned in therapy can be 
continued outside the session or after therapy has stopped.  A high rating should be given when 
the therapist thoroughly plans how the couple can continue to use what they have learned in 
therapy outside the session or after therapy has ended.  For example, the therapist may introduce 
the idea of state of the relationship meetings in which the couple agree to meet at a specific time 
to function as their own therapist after therapy. 
 
Important Distinction.  Item #28 Generalization and Maintenance is different from Item #19 
Preparing for Slip-ups and Lapses in that Generalization and Maintenance has to do with how the 
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 Introduction to Rating 
 
 The purpose of this project is to accurately describe therapist behavior in couple therapy.  
It is expected that therapists have their own unique style that is expressed with every client.  In 
addition, it is expected that therapists may modify their own unique style according to the 
personality and needs of each client.  Here are some guidelines for you to follow while coding 
the therapy sessions (adapted from the CSPRS and BCT Rating Manuals). 
 Each session will last approximately 50 minutes.  An overall rating will be made at the 
end of the session that represents the entire session.  Each code will be rated on a 9 point scale 
with one end representing the behavior not happening at all and the other end representing the 
behavior occurring a lot.  The coder makes a judgment based on the extensiveness of the given 
behavior relative to other therapists.  Therefore, it is necessary that the coder get a sense of the 
typical frequency of the given behavior in therapy sessions.  In order to gain this sense, coders 
will participate in a training period in which they practice the coding system with a series of 
therapy sessions. 
 The codes are explained below.  Although some are distinct from each other, many are 
not mutually exclusive; therapist behavior may be an example of more than one code at a time.  
In making ratings, coders should consider the extensiveness of the behavior in question.  The 
extensiveness can be a combination of the frequency and intensity of the behavior displayed. 
 Coders should focus primarily on therapist behavior, although some of the codes take into 
account what the couple is doing.  The coder is also permitted and encouraged to replay any 
portions of the session necessary to make an accurate final rating of the overall session.  The 
following guidelines should ensure the accuracy of your ratings. 
 
Rate Therapist Behavior 
 The codes reflect therapist behavior only.  Therefore, it is necessary to rate only therapist 
behavior, not client behavior.  It is important to make the distinction between the therapist 
behavior and the client’s response to the therapist.  The client’s response or the success or failure 
of what the therapist attempts to do is not considered in the code.  The coder should only 
consider what the therapist attempted to do. 
 
Rate Extensiveness, Not Quality 
 The codes are meant to reflect the extent to which the therapist engaged in the given 
behavior, not the quality with which the coder thinks those behaviors are performed.  Although 
extensiveness and quality are not completely independent, the coder should not consider quality 
of the therapist behavior per say when making a rating. 
 
F requency vs. Intensity 
 To rate the extensiveness of therapist behavior, it is important to consider two things:  
frequency and intensity.  Frequency is the number of times the therapist engaged in the behavior.  
Intensity is the amount of concentration, effort, or focus the therapist places in the intervention 
when it occurs. 
 The importance of frequency and intensity in making a rating will depend on the behavior 
in question.  Some behaviors take little time within the session but may vary in the intensity with 
which the therapist engages in them.  A less explicit behavior is usually considered less intense.  
No fixed rules exist for determining the equivalence of a behavior done intensely for a short 
period of time versus a behavior not done intensely but done frequently.  It is up to the coder to 
weigh the frequency and intensity in the given situation to make a rating. 
 
Avoid Haloed Ratings 
 Haloed  ratings are ratings based on what the coder thinks OUGHT to have happened and 
should be avoided.  Instead, the coder should rate what is actually heard.  The coder should rate 
what is heard, not what should have occurred, regardless of: 
 1)  what other behaviors the therapist has engaged in during the session;  
 2)  what ratings were given to other items; 
 3)  how skilled the coder believes the therapist is; 
 4)  how much the coder likes the therapist; 
 5)  whether the coder thinks the behavior being rated is a good or bad thing to do. 
 
Use of Guidelines 
 The descriptions of behavior included in this manual are not meant to encompass all 
possible behaviors, and should be considered guidelines and not rules.  Coders are expected to 
use their best judgment when rating all behavior including behavior not explicitly outlined in this 
manual. 
 
Specific Instances Required for Rating 
 The starting point for each code is “1”, not at all.  In order to give a rating greater than 
“1”, the coder must hear a specific example of an item under the code being rated.  It is 
important to avoid rating behavior as occurring if the coder thinks it probably did occur but can 
not think of an actual example. 
 
Overlap Between Current Versus Prior Sessions 
 Occasionally, an issue that was discussed in a previous session is referred to in the 
present session.  However, if the issue is mentioned in passing without the therapist engaging in 
a specific behavior again in the current session, the behavior from the previous session should 
not be rated in the current session.  Discussions that occurred in an earlier session should not be 
considered when determining a rating for the current session. 
 
T rained versus Non-trained codes 
 While there are 14 items on the coding sheet, we will be training only on the first four 
items.  Descriptions of these items appear below.  You should rate all of the remaining 10 items 
for every session, but we will only touch briefly on these in our training.  However, all of the 
above suggestions still apply to these remaining items as well. 
 
Additional Instructions 
1.  L isten carefully to the entire session. 
2.  Take notes if necessary. 
3.  A ttend to manual instructions. 
4.  Read the criteria for the codes each time they are rated. 
5.  A lways rate every code. 










1.  Setting/Following Agenda 
1. Therapist sets and follows the agenda for the session, regardless of client’s immediate 
concerns (toward 9). 
2. Therapist has an agenda, but directly incorporates client’s immediate concerns into the 
session’s agenda. 
3. Therapist allows client to explore an immediate concern, even if it affects the agenda set for 
the session (toward 1). 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 not at all directive           very directive  
 
2.  Instigating Change 
1. Therapist teaches or engages partners in specific skill-building exercises, or instructs partners 
to practice skills, or gives feedback on skills (skills may include problem-solving, 
communication, paraphrasing, or reflecting). 
2. Therapist assists the couple in identifying specific things that each partner can do to improve 
their partner’s relationship satisfaction, and directly or indirectly instructs partners to increase 
those behaviors. 
3. Therapist teaches or instructs partners to talk about a conflictual issue by defining the 
problem, brainstorming possible solutions, discussing the pros and cons of various solutions, 
and coming to an agreement to change. 
4. Therapist encourages changes in behavior through praising change or giving direct advice or 
suggestions about changes partners can make. 
5. Therapist actively encourages partners to work together, by accepting responsibility for 
actions contributing to marital distress, and/or by changing  behavior to improve the 
relationship without waiting for the other partner to change first.  The therapist  encourages 
this mindset toward therapy by presenting it as a model, persuading the couple to adopt the 
mindset regardless of how they feel, or by praising behavior that reflects this mindset. 
6. Therapist actively fosters the couple’s continued use of what they have learned in therapy 
outside the session or in the future, not by talking about slip-ups and lapses, but by giving 
direct advice or suggestions about future changes. 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 does not instigate                 instigates change    
   change at all             very much 
 
3.  Displaying or Promoting Acceptance/Understanding of C lient Behavior/Feelings 
1. Therapist explores the emotions partners experience regarding an issue by asking about their 
feelings or suggesting the feelings they may have. 
2. Therapist interprets the couple’s problem as deriving from personality (trait-like) differences 
or from a negative cycle created by each partner’s attempts to solve the problems evoked 
 by these differences. 
3. Therapist points out the understandable reasons for partner’s negative behavior. 
4. Therapist explores the reasons (i.e., family history, environmental influences, culture) for 
partner’s differences in wants or needs (i.e., intimacy, time alone, reassurance, affection). 
5. Therapist interprets a partner’s negative behavior in a more positive light. 
6. Therapist encourages disclosures of painful and vulnerable feelings (i.e., sadness, fear, 
insecurity) when clients are expressing negative or blaming emotions (i.e., hostility, contempt, 
anger, intolerance) or therapist reinterprets negative emotions in terms of the underlying 
painful emotions. 
7. Therapist encourages a nonblaming, descriptive discussion of an interaction theme or 
problematic issue.  
8. Therapist acknowledges the probability of lack of change, slip-ups, or lapses in the future. 
9. Therapist points out the positive features of partner’s negative behavior. 
10. Therapist encourages increased tolerance of negative behavior by rehearsal of  negative 
behavior or instruction to fake negative behavior at home. 
11. Therapist encourages exploration of ways partners can be more self-reliant and get needs met 
outside the relationship, particularly when a partner engages in negative behavior. 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
      does not display/promote        extensively displays/promotes 
      understanding/acceptance             understanding/acceptance 
 
4.  Homework 
1. Therapist directly or indirectly assigns homework assignments for the couple to complete in 
between sessions. 
2. Therapist reviews progress on previously assigned homework or reviews reactions to the 
assignment. 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
    homework not      homework extensively 
      assigned/reviewed at all         assigned/reviewed 
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Copy of Measure SRT 
 
Couple ID____________      Date of session:_________________  
Session number: ________  
   
Session Ratings by Therapist 
 
Fill in the bubbles of all that apply: 
 
1.  O Couple called me since the last session.  Reason for call was (please circle one):  
a) scheduling  
b) emergency  
c) other 
If emergency, briefly describe: 
 
2.    O Couple was late by _____ minutes. 
 
3.     O Couple failed to show for a session since the last session I had with them. 
 
4.    O Husband failed to complete homework assignment for this session. 
 
5.       O Wife failed to complete homework assignment for this session. 
 
6.  Treatment procedures which I used in this session (fill in all that you used): 
 
 O Behavior Exchange   O Empathic Joining  
 
 O Communication Training  O Unified Detachment 
 
 O Problem Solving Training  O Tolerance Intervention 
 
 O  Discussed a recent conflict in detail O  Discussed an upcoming event 
 
7.   I was adherent to the treatment procedures (ICT or TBCT) 
 
O   O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O 
 
 Not adherent  Somewhat adherent Extremely adherent 
(included strategies from   (included only specified 
alternative treatments)   treatment strategies) 
 
 
8.  How effective do you believe you were as a therapist in this session? 
 
O   O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O 
      
    Not effective Somewhat effective Extremely effective 
 
9.   How beneficial do you believe this treatment session was to the couple? 
 
O   O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O 
       
 Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Extremely beneficial 
